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Dear Friends,
This year’s Annual Report tells the stories of communities who over the past
year have been developing and implementing Early Years programs to meet
the needs of their youngest children. We are privileged to share these stories
with all of you.
In every way, 2020 has been shaped by the challenge of the COVID-19
pandemic and the great uncertainty that has accompanied it. As the world
around us ground to a halt, parents and caregivers kept going. Without
schools and daycares to rely on, families’ responsibilities multiplied as their
support network shrank. Despite this new reality, communities found ways
to come together behind young children and their parents.
We saw this firsthand in the community leaders and staff members who have
been working tirelessly to implement the Early Years program. Throughout
this report, you will see the words love, strength, growth, and adaptation
written in Cree, Inuktitut, Gwich’in and Hul’q’umi’num’. These four words
have anchored the Early Years this year more than ever.

sohkatisiwin

Since the first pilot program was launched with the Ermineskin Cree Nation
in Maskwacis, Alberta three years ago, the program has exceeded every
expectation. It has expanded to all four Nations serviced by Maskwacis
Health Services. The program model’s reach has grown to include Early Years
programs in Nunavut, British Columbia, and the Yukon. And in each region, it
is being adapted to meet the specific needs of the organizations and families
that are leading the way.

tsiisum

To keep pace with such change, the Early Years team has welcomed four new
members in the past year who work collaboratively with community-based
staff to adapt programming, support training, and guide evaluation on a daily
basis.
Our team is immensely grateful for the opportunity to work with the
communities and organizations that are breaking new ground and whose
journeys are reflected in the pages of this report. We would also like to thank
our advisory committee, the external experts, and the knowledge keepers
who generously offer us ongoing guidance. And to our funding partners,
thank you for your support and for believing in the power and potential of
family.
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Chloe Ferguson, Director

The Right Honourable Paul Martin, Founder
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Every child should have the opportunity

to be anything they want to be and

deeply proud of who they are.
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where we

started

The Martin Family Initiative works with Indigenous
communities, leadership, and governments to co-develop

In 2017, MFI began to consider how Indigenous parents and
families could be better supported in their children’s earliest
years of life. Together with schools, teachers, community
leadership, and practitioners, we asked what parents
needed. We learned about what was already taking place
and where more support could be offered.

programs focused on education, health, and well-being. It
was founded on the conviction that every First Nations, Inuit

We learned that the science of child development aligns
with traditional Indigenous knowledge and that the special
connection a baby has with their parents builds resilience,
creates a strong sense of identity, and opens the door for
lifelong learning.

and Métis child in Canada should have the chance to grow up
knowing who they are and just how much they can do.

What we also heard was that the effects of the colonial and
assimilationist policies that continue to separate thousands
of Indigenous children from their families cannot be
underestimated. Traditional languages and cultures have
been severely impacted and too many Indigenous adults and
youth are unsupported and underprepared for parenthood.
One powerful message emerged: breaking the cycle of these
outcomes requires holistic and culturally appropriate support
for Indigenous children’s parents and closest family members.
With communities setting the priorities, the Early Years EY
program model began to take shape. It was clear that to be
successful, our support needed to build on existing knowledge,
be adaptable to multiple cultural contexts, and be sustainable
in communities far into the future. Most importantly, it
needed to be driven by strong relationships and offer families
consistent, competent support that they could trust.
In the spring of 2018, MFI launched the Indigenous-led,
co-developed, home-visiting program model. At the heart
of program delivery lies a key relationship for families—a
dedicated mentor, the Early Years Visitor, who is also a
mother from the community. She delivers the EY program,
walking alongside parents and families from pregnancy to
preschool. Every day since, communities have made it their
own, supporting Indigenous parents as their child’s first and
best teachers.
4 | MFI | THE EARLY YEARS
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teaching
When a community decides to develop their own program, they are supported every step of the way.
MFI provides technical guidance and administrative support to ensure the program model meets
each community’s unique requirements. After a highly participatory adaptation process, local service
organizations drive the implementation of the program within their own communities. Program rollout is guided by a community advisory committee which helps to ensure that it complements other
services available to support young children and families.

supporting healthy pregnancies

through love
enriching children’s pride in identity and culture

encouraging children’s language and school readiness

providing play-based learning for children

strengthening parenting capacity and family well-being
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“ Within the next five years, I can see our program
having an impact on the whole community.
Early Years will be known as the program that supports your success,
and that makes your children successful, too ”
Early Years Visitor


strengthening
one family at a time

Maskwacis Health Services MHS was the first
Indigenous organization to launch an Early Years
program with the Ermineskin Cree Nation in
Maskwacis, Alberta.
In April 2018, the first three Visitors began conducting
home visits with pregnant women and families. As
families in Ermineskin Cree Nation realized they could
access support from the program and would not have
to parent alone, news began to travel throughout
Maskwacis, fast! Maskwacis includes four First Nations
—Ermineskin Cree Nation, Samson Cree Nation,
Louis Bull Tribe, and Montana First Nation—and has
a population of approximately 15,000 people.

Eager for a holistic approach to their child’s wellbeing, families throughout Maskwacis wanted
to be involved. In 2019, leadership from the four
Nations came together with health, education,
and social services to secure federal funding and
successfully expand the program’s reach to cover all
of Maskwacis.
The excitement was palpable. Women from
the community saw a career path as Visitors.
Immunization rates among babies in the program
soared as families grew more comfortable with
their Visitor and, consequently, with accessing
other services. Families eagerly signed up for
weekly sharing circles on topics such as traditional
child-rearing practices, rattle-making, and more to
revitalize language and culture.

In 2020, more than half of
new participants joined the
Makwacis EY program after
hearing about it from a
friend, family member, or a
Visitor in their community.
Another third of participants
were referred by a healthcare
worker.

ohpikiwin
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Sharing
Circle
Meet Charlene Rattlesnake and Heather Downie, both registered nurses. Together, they share
their experience developing the first EY program at Maskwacis Health Services.



Charlene Rattlesnake
Wapikeesigooikway
Early Years Family and Cultural Coordinator
Charlene is a mother of five and a grandmother. She has worked as a nurse in Maskwacis since 2006.

ON VIRTUAL VISITS
AND COVID-19
When COVID-19 hit, virtual
programming was created to support
the Maskwacis program. iPads were
provided to families so that they could
continue their weekly visits, virtually.
Weekly Activity Bundles developed by
staff were delivered to homes for over
three months. Each bundle included
supplies for a variety of activities
focused on play, cooking, movement,
reading, and cultural information.
Regular Facebook Live events
connected families to each other and
with the program.

Heather Downie
Early Years Program Manager
Heather is a mother of two and has worked as a nurse in Maskwacis since 1997.

sohkatisiwin
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Sharing
Circle

Heather
ON CREATING OPPORTUNITIES
When the EY program began, it was a real benefit
that we offered the EY Visitor training here in the
community. So many women here have the skills
and want to work—they just can’t leave their
families. This was refreshing—people were excited.

Charlene
ON FAMILY WELL-BEING
Our program activities are based on a holistic
understanding of health and wellness. It is about
getting the message out there that health is so much
more than what it traditionally is in their minds. I
think people are starting to know that our approach
is more holistic, not like the western view of health.

ON THE POWER OF RELATIONSHIPS

ADAPTING
TO CHANGE
DUE TO COVID-19

I see the program from two perspectives: one as
a manager seeing the EY Visitors really growing
and becoming confident and advocating for these
families like they would their own. And then I see
the families reaching out to me and Charlene with
confidence. They’ll send us over a picture [of a
family] which is a relationship you don’t often have
the opportunity to build as a nurse.

ON CULTURAL REAWAKENING
Culture is very meaningful to me ... and I see a
real hunger for that knowledge with parents and
families. As soon as we say something that connects
with [the families] you can see it in their faces, like,
‘Wow, I didn’t know that!’ For a long time, people
were saying, ‘Oh, the culture is dying.’ But no, it’s
very much alive. It’s just that people were limited in
expressing the knowledge that’s here. It just needs
ways to become revitalized and I think this [Early
Years] role is really supportive of that.

76

iPads
provided to EY Visitors and families in Maskwacis

This relationship that the EY Visitors are building
with moms, it’s ongoing. It’s so rewarding to see
the moms and the babies as they grow.

100+
1,373

ON FAMILY WELL-BEING

EY Virtual visits conducted with families

The program is about making families the priority
... and being ready when they’re ready.

ON COLLECTIVE VISIONS FOR THE FUTURE

weekly healthy grocery and activity supply bags

That’s the benefit of established relationships,
we just try to help them feel good about their
choices. When I reflect back on the year with
immunizations, for example, our most successful
clinics were the evening clinics when Charlene and
I did them ourselves. They already knew us ... and
there’s that comfort. They know it’s still going to
hurt! But they feel a little more at ease.

I want people to say, ‘Thank goodness for the Early
Years, thank goodness that they had such a strong
cultural component. We are healthier, body, mind,
and spirit ... because we know a little bit more about
our past, our culture, our values and beliefs.’ I think
that that’s going to make people healthier overall.

118 different families

provided to

12 | MFI | THE EARLY YEARS
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The program gets in-step with families. Visitors see families who are either
expecting or have new babies once a week until the child is 12 months old and
then every other week until the child is 24 months. Families with children aged
2 to 4 attend centre-based programming to prepare them for preschool and
kindergarten. Weekly group gatherings—in the form of sharing circles facilitated by
Elders, topic-specific workshops, and sewing circles—enrich the program at every
stage.

every family is sacred
to the Early Years Visitor

The trusting relationship fostered by regular visits uniquely situates Visitors to
connect parents with the services and resources they need most. This might mean
helping young families secure their own housing or using program-owned vehicles
to accompany moms to prenatal appointments.
Support, like families, comes in different shapes and sizes. The EY program reaches
out to all the people in a child’s life—moms, dads, grandparents—whether with a
practical tip, a car ride, a helping hand, or just a sympathetic ear.

14 | MFI | THE EARLY YEARS
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training matters

Understanding the Early Years is 40-hour accredited
training course that weaves together Indigenous and
non-Indigenous knowledge about early childhood
development.
It is intended to support Visitors in their work with
children and families by building upon their existing
early childhood development experience in a culturally
relevant setting.
The course, initially developed in collaboration with
Red River College, was recently revised and expanded
by Dr. Margo Greenwood, Indigenous scholar and
early childhood educator. The updated course will
further facilitate the co-development of course
content and will be co-taught with community experts.
EY Visitors also receive ongoing professional
development in areas such as infant first aid, traumainformed care, and breastfeeding guidance.

While the initial training prepares Visitors for their
role, the Early Years Toolbox is essential to the
day-to-day work of visiting families. This original
resource consists of over 170 illustrated cards which
touch on an important aspect of child development
including healthy pregnancies, language development,
nurturing caregiving routines, play-based interactions,
and family well-being. The Toolbox offers both the
Visitor and the participant guidance and questions on
which to build a conversation during visits.
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To encourage traditional language learning, Toolboxes
are available in traditional languages including Cree,
Inuktitut, Hul’q’umi’num, Gwich’in, Kaska, and
Northern Tutchone.
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The EY Toolbox strengthens parenting confidence
by facilitating intentional learning opportunities.
The topics empower families to recognize what they
already do that is encouraging their child’s healthy
development. Visitors let caregivers and children lead
visits, listening compassionately to their specific needs
and choosing Toolbox topics accordingly.
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PIRURVIK PRESCHOOL SOCIETY
1 COMMUNITY
LAUNCH DATE - OCT 2020

YUKON FIRST NATION
EDUCATION DIRECTORATE

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (ECE) PROVIDER THAT OFFERS
CHILDREN AGED 3-4 INUIT QAUJIMAJATUQANGIT PRESCHOOL
PROGRAMS ENRICHED WITH MONTESSORI MATERIALS.

4 COMMUNITIES
LAUNCH DATE - APR 2021
INDIGENOUS-LED EDUCATION ORGANIZATION
THAT PROVIDES WRAP-AROUND SERVICE DELIVERY
FOR STUDENTS, INCLUDING MOBILE ALLIED
HEALTH, SCHOOL ADVOCATES, NUTRITION
SERVICES, MATERNAL HEALTH AND EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION SUPPORT.

BC

KW’UMUT LELUM CHILD
AND FAMILY SERVICES
9 COMMUNITIES
LAUNCH DATE - FEB 2021

AB

FIRST NATION CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
AGENCY THAT PROVIDES QUALITY CARE,
PROTECTION, AND PREVENTION SERVICES FOR
CHILDREN AND YOUTH AGED 0-19.

MASKWACIS HEALTH SERVICES
4 COMMUNITIES
LAUNCH DATE - MAY 2018
COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH SERVICE PROVIDER

18 | MFI | THE EARLY YEARS
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children and families connected
4
35
WOMEN DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING EY PROGRAMS ACROSS 4 REGIONS

STRENGTHENING
THE NEXT
GENERATION

COMMUNITY ADVISORY COMMITTEES

existing knowledge valued
40+
9
HOURS OF SPECIALIZED TRAINING

HRS/MTH ONGOING TRAINING PER EY VISITOR

culture and language honoured
1/3
6

MASKWACIS
THE IMMUNIZATION RATE OF CHILDREN IN THE MASKWACIS EY PROGRAM WAS UP TO

20 || MFI
| THE
EARLY
YEARS
20
MFI
| THE
EARLY
YEARS

6X

CREATING MOMENTUM

OF ALL GROUP GATHERINGS HAVE A CULTURAL FOCUS

INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES USED IN THE EARLY YEARS’ RESOURCES

140
620
12

MASKWACIS 2020

COMMUNITIES

LEADING
CHANGE

FAMILIES PARTICIPATING

EY VISITS

EY VISITORS

wellness in motion... boosting health
DEDICATED EY VEHICLES PROVIDE TRANSPORTATION AND IMPROVE ACCESS TO:
•
•
•
•
•
•

HEALTH SERVICES
INCOME SUPPORT
CHILDCARE
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
HOUSING
BIRTH REGISTRATION



4 Regions 5 communities implementing EY programs 8 communities developing EY programs

HIGHER
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pregnancy, prenatal
and birth
Visitors build authentic relationships through consistent check-ins with expectant parents.
Whether by providing a non-judgemental ear or by connecting moms with relevant community supports,
Visitors ensure families feel prepared to take the lead from the very beginning of their children’s journey
of development.
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“ I can’t wait to see how much health and growth will come
out of this. I think it’s going to be a reawakening of our
community, of being able to look after our children ”

Meet Deborah Good from Snuneymuxw First Nation. She speaks to what inspires her work with
pregnant women and getting the EY program off the ground in British Columbia.

Deborah had her first child at fifteen, without any
support. “I was not educated about pre- and postnatal care. No one told me what to expect or taught
me what my life set out to be. When I gave birth, my
mother basically dropped me off at the hospital and
left me there.” It’s a chapter in her life she would not
wish on any young mother, which is why she decided
to do something about it.
Early in her career, Deborah found her true calling as
a community health representative. She organized
weekly prenatal classes and conducted home visits.
She took it upon herself to ensure that babies were
immunized and that moms knew what to expect
during pregnancy and delivery. She didn’t want any
woman to feel as alone and isolated as she once had.



She saw big changes in the lives of the moms
she supported. She recalls them switching from
predominantly bottle-feeding their babies to a 99 per
cent breastfeeding success rate. She attributes that
positive outcome to the fact that moms were given the
opportunity to gather together, share, and exchange
knowledge.

Since February 2020, MFI’s EY team and Kw’umut
Lelum have been collaborating to develop a
program specific to the unique needs of the 9
Member Nations Kw’umut Lelum serves. The
Kw’umut Lelum EY program is expected to launch
in February 2021 and will enhance the wide range
of culturally integrated programs Kw’umut Lelum
currently offers children and families.
“I believe our families are more than ready for
more support and education. I believe all parents
want to parent lovingly, positively and safely,”
Deborah says. “I’m very, very excited to see what
it’s going to be like in five years, after we’ve
followed our families for the first few years.”

Deborah now leads early childhood programming
at Kw’umut Lelum Child and Family Services on
Snuneymuxw First Nation near Nanaimo, B.C. Deborah
had always envisioned enhancing the existing program
and revitalizing home visiting at Kw’umut Lelum when
she heard about MFI’s EY program model.
“MFI’s Early Years mirrored exactly what my vision
was, you know, to create a really, really strong
foundation for healthy babies and families,” Deborah
says. “It’s an essential and needed program to
build healthy pregnancies, healthy families, school
readiness, motivation, recovery, and healing ... A
program infused with culture and Hul’q’umi’num’
teachings is paramount.”

nu stli
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nurturing care
Through routine at-home activities and workshops grounded in cultural knowledge, Visitors support
meaningful relationships between children and their caregivers. Nurturing care helps children to
become culturally grounded and resilient. Regular and responsive caregiving routines teach children
to see themselves through the loving eyes of their caregivers and to feel secure and confident in
themselves and their environment.
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“it’s a gentle approach”
Melissa is referring to what sets this program apart
from others. She has seen it firsthand in her two
years working as a Visitor. “Usually, you walk into
a program and there are all of these parameters;
everything is already set up. Not here. We’ve been
able to share how we feel, what we think. It’s open,
it’s flowing. It goes where it needs to go.”
Melissa says that’s a good thing for the families too,
because it means they set the pace for how their
home visits unfold.

“each family shapes their own experience, to
ensure they are supported to care for their
children in ways that develop a rich connection
to their family, community, and culture”



There’s something else about Melissa that makes
her a strong advocate for families in the community.
Not only is Melissa a Visitor, but when she became
pregnant with her baby boy she signed up as a
participant.
Throughout her maternity leave, Melissa has had
a dedicated Visitor. Being on the receiving end of
home visits has allowed her to see the program she
delivers from a different perspective. “When she
goes through the Toolbox with me, I’m connecting to
my own experiences with my baby and where he’s
at and how he’s growing and learning.” Through the
program, she has been able to support her baby’s
development while exposing him to Cree language,
traditional knowledge, and his broader community.

Meet Melissa Puff, member of the Ermineskin Cree Nation, Early Years Visitor, and
participant in Maskwacis. She explains how the program uses relationships to model
culturally relevant nurturing care for mothers like her.

As her maternity leave draws to a close, Melissa
prepares to settle back into her role as a Visitor. She
knows nothing will feel the same. Not only will she
return transformed by the experience of becoming a
mother again at a different stage of her life, but she
returns equipped with having been supported by the
program.
“We used to raise each other’s children, we fed
each other’s children, we provided for the whole
community. I think if we keep teaching that, it will get
back to where it began. We as a community would be
so much more successful if everyone worked together
and returned to our cultural and our traditional ways.”

sakihitowin
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language matters
By encouraging caregiver-child conversations, Visitors support children’s emerging communication skills
and their ability to express their needs. As children acquire language, their relationships with friends and
family deepen and they gain confidence in their early reading and writing skills. Moreover, when children are
exposed to their Indigenous language early in life, their sense of cultural belonging is strengthened.
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“I was taught that we never lost our language,
the language has just been sleeping”
Rebecca LaRiviere

Language skills are vital for children to successfully
interact and connect with others, develop social
skills, and prepare for school entry. That is why
the EY program puts so much time and thought
into building language skills—especially traditional
language skills—right from the start.

Meet Rebecca LaRiviere, Early Learning and Child
Care Lead and Carly Littlechild, Maskwacis EY
Preschool Coordinator. Rebecca and Carly are the
brains behind the 24 to 48-month-old component
of the EY program. They discuss how the Maskwacis
EY program supports children getting ready
for preschool and kindergarten, through the
revitalization of the Cree language.

“Teaching letters and numbers and colours and
concepts—those are really important things—but
what I can do to help prepare children for school
is making sure they have good receptive and
productive language so that they can have a good
social experience in school,” Rebecca says.
Learning Cree, which is spoken in Maskwacis, boosts
a child’s inner strength. In order to support the
revitalization of traditional language and culture,
the Maskwacis EY Toolbox is available online with
Cree language recordings by community Elders.
Revitalizing the Cree language is a personal mission
for Carly, who teaches it as part of the EY program
in Maskwacis. “Teaching kids Cree to me is like
bringing back our identity, showing them who they
really are.”



Learning language through song and play
If moms can introduce the Cree language as early
as during pregnancy, their babies will internalize
the sounds in the language as their brains develop.
“When I started my journey in early childhood
development, along with Cree and traditional
parenting we were taught how important it is to
use our language. Exposing our babies right from
pregnancy, for example by singing the Cree syllabic
song,” Carly says.

“The Cree syllabic song
incorporates every sound that
exists in the Cree language”
Elaborating on Carly’s experience, Rebecca adds:
“If singing the Cree syllabic song is the one tool
that you can provide to families, or do with the
child, you are already exposing them to pieces of
the entire language.”

language builds strength

sohkatisiwin
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“I sang it with my rattle, and my now four year old
knows more Cree than my 11 year old.
There’s a big difference because I started prenatally”
Carly Littlechild
Using Cree to get ready for preschool
When children turn two years old, they move to a
different phase in the EY program. Instead of receiving
regular home visits, the priority is to get children
ready for preschool. The EY Toolbox extends to
include 24-48 month old children and workshops are
offered on topics like routines and the new experience
of leaving a child at preschool without a parent.
Rebecca and Carly recently developed an eight-week
course called ‘Get Ready for Preschool’ to help
support families through this transition. Teaching the
Cree language is a central component.
“In the EY building, everything is labelled in
Cree: the tables, the chairs, doors, and playroom
furniture,” explains Carly. “An ideal day will start
with smudging and circle time. We will do a song, like
‘Old Macdonald Had a Farm,’ but in Cree, by Brian
MacDonald. I have puppets that go with that!”

Encouraging families at every opportunity
Rebecca makes a point of educating people whenever
possible about the positive link between language and
children’s brain development. If she sees a caregiver
speaking casually or making jokes in Cree with a
friend, she’ll highlight that strength and say, “These
are things you can talk about with your child. You can
take it a little further by making it intentional.”
“I say to families, ‘Traditionally, this is how parenting
looked, here’s how that got disrupted, and here’s how
you can reclaim that for yourself again’,” Rebecca
explains. “This is yours. These are your teachings. You
are capable of this.”
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meaningful moments
Children learn best when they are engaged in play and parents learn best when they are supported and
nutured in their role. Families in the program learn from each other in dedicated spaces that promote
meaningful moments for all ages. Emphasizing these moments encourages families to continue, or
begin, activities that are important to them and their community and that nurture child development.
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“these things they learn, they will pass them down
to their children”
Karen Nutarak
Meet Karen Nutarak and Tessa Lochhead, leaders of the Pirurvik Preschool in Pond Inlet, Nunavut. Pirurvik
is a transformative early childhood education centre that brings together Montessori principles with Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit (IQ), or Inuit traditional knowledge. Karen and Tessa discuss how the integration of the EY program
with Pirurvik began with a new gathering space for childen and families.

A place to gather together
Though the population of Pond Inlet is small it can
be challenging for families to access local services
and easily connect with others, especially during the
winter months.



A mother of four, Karen has lived in Pond Inlet all
her life. “We get 24-hour darkness from November
until January. It gets very depressing and postpartum
depression is pretty high up here,” says Karen. “It’s
very tiring on the body: you wake up in the dark and
you go home in the dark. Getting out of your house
and meeting people will definitely bring happiness.”
Tessa says that in addition to supporting new moms
through home visits, the group gathering component
of the program will also make a big difference. The
first step was to create a new space to gather in a
building adjacent to the preschool. The goal was to
create “the opportunity for families to get to know
the program and make new friendships in a new
community space that’s accessible and pleasurable to
be in for infants and toddlers.”

ᐱᕈᕐᓂᖅ

Weaving in traditional knowledge
Karen echoes Tessa’s excitement about the gathering
space. In addition to creating a stimulating learning
environment, it will host group gatherings focused
on topics such as natural play, and Elder-led
workshops on traditional Inuit childrearing practices
and sewing circles.
“A lot of people don’t know how to sew amauti, the
outfit we carry our babies in, anymore,” explains
Karen. “We find store-bought clothing very cold for
up here and a mother who makes her own parka is
always warmer!”
She hopes the sewing circle will be a learning
opportunity for moms in the program and will
become a mainstay of the group gatherings. “These
things they learn, they will pass them down to their
children,” says Karen with pride.
Expanding the program
To best meet the needs of families in Pond Inlet,
Tessa and Karen continue to build and adapt the
Pirurvik EY program, which launched in October
2020. “We are not telling them what they need,”
Tessa emphasizes. “It’s the other way around,
they ask for the support. Success is when the
parent asks to join the program”
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family well-being
Early Years Visitors compassionately strengthen parents’ life skills and ability to cope, supporting them to
set goals around education, employment, and family planning. The program helps parents take their place
as part of a social network that is working to ensure positive childhood experiences. Because Visitors are
moms, aunties, and grandmothers from within the community, they understand what families may be
going through and can connect them to the local resources that will best support them.
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Meet Maria Littlechild and Lazarus Potts, EY program participants, and their EY Visitor, Tijua Omeasoo. Together
they tell us about how the program provides 360° support to their family, even during the COVID-19 pandemic.

“I am just proud at the end of the day knowing I helped a
family where I could, whether it’s by sharing my own experience
as a mom or being a shoulder to lean on.”
Tijua Omeasoo
Although the journey to parenthood is an exciting
one, at times it can feel a bit overwhelming. Maria
Littlechild and Lazarus Potts reached out to the
Maskwacis EY program a few months after the birth
of their first child.

Strengthening parenting knowledge benefits the
whole family and Lazarus says he appreciates the
special acknowledgement of his role: “Personally, I’m
just happy to be there supporting my whole family
and doing it for my little one.”

“Tijua really helps us out a lot. She FaceTimes us to
go through the EY Toolbox cards—and sometimes
she even brings us food.”

Connecting to culture
The family is particularly excited that the EY program
highlights their Cree culture. As their first-born
begins to walk and talk, one of their favourite EY
Toolbox cards to give him is “Counting in Cree.”
“Our babies need to know about their culture, about
the Cree language. There are not many people who
are fluent.”

Tijua Omeasoo is the family’s Visitor. She routinely
drops-off nutritional groceries, healthy recipes, and
other supplies to support the family’s overall health
and well-being.
As a mother of four herself, she has a special knack
for guiding parents through their highs and lows, as
if she were a member of their extended family.
Spotlight on fatherhood
Building parenting knowledge is a core component of
the EY program. Pre- and post-natal education walks
families through reading infants’ cues and signals,
proper nutrition, safe sleep environments, and how
to soothe a crying baby.



Together with those lessons, special consideration
is given to empowering dads in the community.
Research in early childhood and early brain
development shows the positive, life-long impact
dads can have by being positively engaged in their
children’s lives.
“Dads want to feel proud, they want to know they’re
doing a good job,” another EY Visitor in Maskwacis,
Annette Morin, says. “In a lot of cases, no one has
told them what their role is.”

EY group gatherings provide opportunities for
greater social and cultural connectedness. And after
participating in the sewing workshops, Lazarus has
a newfound appreciation for a craft traditionally
reserved for women. In the future, he hopes more
men in the community learn how to sew. “Men don’t
get to sew every day,” Lazarus says. “It takes your
mind off things and you can get creative!”
Family growth
When applicable, the EY Visitor guides families like
Maria and Lazarus through decision-making around
family planning, identifying personal education and
career aspirations, and developing plans to attain
those goals.
For now, Tijua’s consistent virtual visits have
provided Maria and Lazarus with peace of mind as
they prepare for the birth of their second child next
March. “Since the last baby, there have been some EY
Toolbox cards that I kind of forgot about, so Tijua has
been running through them with me again.”

The EY program works to support dads by including
them in EY visits, welcoming them into the drop-in
group gatherings, and reassuring them through the
brand-new experiences of fatherhood.

sakihitowin
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looking ahead
Over the past year, EY Associate Director Jessica Hayden has worked alongside First Nations in the Yukon and
Katherine Alexander, YFNED Director of Policy and Analytics.

ch′atag wiiniidhan

The Yukon First Nation Education Directorate is an Indigenous-led organization dedicated to supporting
students in all 14 First Nations in the Yukon. The YFNED advances First Nation decision-making and
aspirations for control over education—with technical support, research, and advice for framework
agreement processes—and it advocates for First Nation student success across the system. YFNED provides
wrap-around service delivery, including mobile allied health, nutrition services, maternal health, and early
childhood education support.
The YFNED EY program will launch in April 2021.

Consulting widely
“This collaboration marks a milestone for the EY
program, as it seeks to support parents and families
in both urban and rural contexts and adapt to
multiple language groups,” explains Jessica.



“Yukon First Nations have a long history of creating
opportunities for future generations. We are
privileged to be working with the YFNED on the
development of an EY program in the Yukon.”
During visits with First Nations leaders, healthcare
providers, and educators across the Yukon,
Katherine explained that the EY program begins with
training and hiring women from their communities
as Visitors. She also stressed that language and
culture are prioritized throughout program
development. A dedicated cultural advisor will
bring together community experts and knowledge
keepers to adapt the program and translate it into
Kaska, Northern Tutchone, and Gwich’in languages.
“This is an opportunity to identify the champions for
maternal health in the communities, and honour the
language and culture of each nation”

Community led
“All the Nations we spoke to said, ‘We also have
citizens in the urban area too, and we want to make
sure they can connect to community, to culture,’” says
Katherine. To address this important feedback, the
program will be offered to parents and families living
in and around Whitehorse.
“We’re hoping to start off as one massive family.
Getting all of the Visitors trained, coming together,
letting everyone share the excitement and fears of
beginning a new program. We are a team and want
everyone in all of the communities to know they have
a support system” Katherine says.
Jessica echoes Katherine’s excitement for what is
to come. “The EY program model is exactly that—a
framework to support communities as they identify
specific priorities, challenges, and create their own
best practices. It is YFNED’S leadership and the
direction from individual communities that will create
transformative change. We are looking forward to a
year of learning, adaptation and growth for the EY
program.”

Together, Jessica and the YFNED are working with
Ross River Dena Council, Selkirk First Nation,
Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation, and Na-Cho Nyäk Dun
First Nation to develop an EY program that will be
delivered with YFNED in each local context.

“It was a natural partnership,” says Katherine about working with MFI.
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“WE WANT TO THANK ALL OF
THE INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY
AND ORGANIZATION LEADERS
ACROSS THE COUNTRY WHO
WORK TOGETHER WITH US DAILY
TO DELIVER THE EY PROGRAM TO
THEIR PEOPLE. THE OPPORTUNITY
TO COLLABORATE, LEARN AND
GROW ALONGSIDE THESE
COMMUNITY TEAMS IS A
TRUE PRIVILEGE”
- CHLOE FERGUSON, DIRECTOR
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THANK YOU
TO OUR EXTRAORDINARY
PARTNERS WHO BELIEVE IN
THE POWER AND POTENTIAL
OF FAMILIES.
Dr. Barbara Fallon / Associate Professor
Factor-Inwentash Chair in Child Welfare /
Associate Dean Research / U Toronto
Dr. Margo Greenwood / Academic Leader
of the National Collaborating Centre for Aboriginal Health /
Professor U Northern British Columbia
Carolyne Neufeld / Executive Director
Aboriginal Health / Fraser Health
Annette Bruised Head / M.Ed. Division Principal
for First Nation, Métis and Inuit Education & Programming
/ Holy Spirit School Division

Flanagan Family
Foundation

OUR EXTERNAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

OUR FUNDERS
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